In theories with three light neutrinos, certain simplicity assumptions allow the construction of a complete list of leading order lepton mass matrices. These matrices are consistent with m τ = 0, ∆m 2 12 ≪ ∆m 2 23 , θ 23 ∼ O(1) and θ 13 = 0, as suggested by measurements of atmospheric and solar neutrino fluxes. The list contains twelve generic cases: two have three degenerate neutrinos, eight have two neutrinos forming a Dirac state, and in only two cases is one neutrino much heavier than the other two. For each of these twelve generic cases the possible forms for the perturbations which yield m µ are given. Ten special textures are also found.
Introduction
Over the last several decades, experiments have revealed a striking generational pattern of quark and charged lepton masses and mixings. In each charged sector there is a strong hierarchy of mass eigenvalues between the three generations, m 3 ≫ m 2 ≫ m 1 , and the three angles describing mixing between the left-handed charge 2/3 quarks and charge −1/3 quarks are all small. The origin of this pattern, and of the precise values of the flavor observables, has been greatly debated, with several diverse approaches and very many competing theories.
Despite this diversity, a common theme can be identified: the fermion masses are to be understood in an expansion, in which the leading order term for each charged sector has the form
(1)
This gives the leading order results m 3 ≫ m 2 = m 1 = 0, and vanishing mixing angles to the third generation. Indeed, for the charged sectors it has seemed self evident that this is the leading order structure, and the debate has centered on higher order terms in the expansion. The Super-Kamiokande measurements of the atmospheric neutrino fluxes [1] cast considerable doubt on (1) as the correct leading order form, at least in the lepton sector. These measurements are of great importance not just because they provide strong evidence for neutrino masses: they may also fundamentally change our view of the pattern of flavor symmetry breaking.
The interpretation of this atmospheric ν flux data in terms of neutrino oscillations implies a large mixing angle (θ > 32 • ) between ν µ and some other neutrino state, which could have large ν τ or singlet neutrino components, but only a small ν e component. Is it possible to reconcile this observation with the leading order form (1)? This issue is especially important in unified theories, where relations are expected between the textures for the various charged sectors. We are aware of three possible resolutions, each of which can be criticized:
• In a three generation theory, with each generation containing a right-handed neutrino, it is possible to write down textures for charged leptons, (m E ), Dirac neutrino masses, (m LR ), and right-handed Majorana masses, (m RR ), which all reduce to (1) at leading order, but which give a leading order form to m LL = m LR m −1 RR m T LR which is very different from (1), and has dominant terms giving θ µτ ≈ O(1). However, for this to happen the 23 and 33 entries of m LL need to be comparable, and since they arise from different terms in m LR and m RR the large value for θ µτ appears to be accidental.
• In a three generation theory, even if both m E and m LL have the leading order form of (1), the 23 entries may not be much smaller than the 33 entries, generating a significant θ µτ [2] . For example, in this conventional hierarchical scheme, the ratios of eigenvalues in the charged and neutral sectors suggest charged and neutral contributions to θ µτ of about 14 • and 18 • respectively. Providing the relative sign is such that these contributions add, large µ-τ mixing can result. This is an important observation, because it shows that the conventional picture, where all textures have the leading order form of (1), is not excluded by the Super-Kamiokande data. However, the data does prefer an even bigger angle: the conventional picture is now disfavored. 1
• In a theory with more than three light neutrino states it may be that (1) gives the correct leading order neutrino masses terms between the 3 left-handed states, but there is some additional mass term coupling ν µ to a light singlet state leading to large mixing between these states [3] . Such schemes are certainly non-minimal, and must answer three questions. Why is there a singlet state? Why is it so light? Why is it coupled to ν µ rather than to ν τ or ν e ? Furthermore, during big bang nucleosynthesis the fourth state is kept in thermal equillibrium by oscillations, and the resulting extra contribution to the energy density is disfavored by observations which allow the primordial abundances of D and 4 He to be inferred [5] .
In view of these criticisms of the conventional leading order texture (1), in this paper we study an alternative, straightforward and direct interpretation of the data: in a three generation theory large θ µτ arises because m LL and/or m E have a leading order form which differs from (1). In the bulk of this paper, we perform an analysis to find all possible leading order textures for (m E , m LL ), subject to a simplicity assumption, such that there is a hierarchy of neutrino mass splittings: ∆m 2 23 ≫ ∆m 2 12 as prefered by atmospheric and solar neutrino data.
The leptonic mixing matrix V = V † E L V ν then relates the neutrino weak and mass eigenstates according to
and can be parametrized by
If ∆m 2 23 > 2 · 10 −3 eV 2 , then results from the Chooz experiment require θ 13 < 13 • [6] . In fact, even if ∆m 2 23 < 2 · 10 −3 eV 2 , fits to the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric data (for ∆m 2 12 ≪ ∆m 2 23 ) alone restrict θ 13 < 20 • [7] . In light of these constraints we will assume that the leading order contribution to θ 13 vanishes, giving
with θ 23 of order unity, as suggested by Super-Kamiokande results. Our aim is to perform a systematic search for leading order leptonic mass matrices m LL and m E that have the following features:
• Diagonalizing them gives m E of (3) for the charged leptons and one of the m LL 's of (2) for the neutrinos.
• They produce a leptonic mixing matrix that can be paramatrized as in (7), with θ 23 ∼ 1.
• Their forms offer the hope of a simple explanation in terms of flavor symmetries.
Because we are particularly interested in leading order m LL and m E that can be simply understood using flavor symmetries, we constrain their forms by allowing only the following exact relations between non-vanishing elements:
• They may be equal up to a phase.
• They may be related so as to give a vanishing determinant or sub-determinant.
The latter class of relations is allowed because, as discussed in [4, 8] , vanishing determinants arise naturally when heavy particles are integrated out, as in the seesaw mechanism.
As an illustration of how these rules are used, consider applying a (2-3) rotation, first on m I LL , and second on m II LL . In the first case we get a neutrino mass matrix of the form
Our rules allow this matrix because the relation among elements yields a vanishing subdeterminant. In the second case the transformation gives
(ignoring possible phases). This matrix is not allowed because the relation between the 11, 22, and 33 entries is not essential for the vanishing of any determinant. Cases such as (9) are not excluded because it is impossible to attain them from a theory with a flavor symmetry. Rather, they are excluded for reasons of simplicity: in our judgement it is more difficult to construct such theories, compared with theories for textures with all non-zero entries independent, equal up to a phase, or related to give a vanishing determinant. Given a pairing of leading order (m LL , m E ) that satisfies our simplicity requirement, and that has mass eignenvalues consistent with (2) and (3), it is straightforward to determine whether or not θ 23 ∼ 1 is satisfied. Unfortunately, the remaining requirement, θ 13 ∼ 0, is rendered meaningless by the leading order relation m e = m µ = 0. This is easily seen by rotating the left-handed doublets to diagonalize m LL , and then rotating the right-handed charged leptons to give
We can diagonalize each leading order piece in (10) by applying (at most) a diagonal phase rotation followed by (1-2) and (2) (3) rotations. This indicates that, if we ignore the perturbations responsible for the muon mass, we are free to choose θ 13 = 0 for any leading order (m LL , m E ) pairing.
Although it is impossible to use the θ 13 ∼ 0 requirement to restrict lepton mass matrices based on leading order considerations alone, it is true that it is easier for some (m LL , m E ) pairings than it is for others to add perturbations that give θ 13 ∼ 0. As we will see, some pairings require special relations among the perturbations that seem difficult to understand by symmetry considerations. To exclude these cases we impose a final requirement on our leading order (m LL , m E ) pairings:
• It must be possible to add to m LL and m E perturbations that establish θ 13 ∼ 0 and that satisfy the same simplicity requirements already imposed on the leading order entries: non-vanishing perturbations must be either independent, equal up to a phase, or related in a way that gives a vanishing determinant. We require that the perturbations in m E give m µ = 0 while preserving m e = 0. For the case of three nearly degenerate neutrinos we require that the perturbations in m LL establish ∆m 2 12 ≪ ∆m 2 23 , and for the remaining cases, where ∆m 2 23 = 0 is established at leading order, we require that the perturbations in m LL lift the degeneracy between ν 1 and ν 2 .
A simple example will clarify our motives for adding this requirement. Starting with the leading order textures
it is easy to find perturbations that satisfy our criteria. For instance, if we add them according to
then in the basis where m LL is diagonal we have
so that θ 13 ∼ 0 is indeed satisfied, and the leading order matrices of (11) are allowed. Things do not work as simply if we instead begin with the leading order pair
After rotating the lepton doublets to diagonalize m LL we need the form of m E (including perturbations responsible for the muon mass) to have a perturbation only in the 32 entry:
Otherwise, after performing (1-2) and (2) (3) rotations to diagonalize the leading order piece of m E , we are still left with an additional large (1-2) rotation required to diagonalize the perturbations, which induces a large θ 13 . One must therefore require that, in the flavor basis, the perturbations enter the charged lepton mass matrix as in
where A and B are the masses that appear in m LL . The non-trivial exact relation required between the perturbations in m E and the leading order entries in m LL indicates that, for generic A and B, the textures in (14) do not fulfill our criteria for leading order (m LL ,m E ). Note, however, that for the special case A = B, the perturbations in (16) are equal, so that the leading order pairing
is allowed by our rules.
Texture Analysis: Results
The program of our analysis is as follows. First, for each diagonal neutrino and charged lepton mass matrix of (2) and (3), we write down all possible forms for leading order m LL and m E in the flavor basis, consistent with our simplicity requirement restricting relations between non-vanishing elements. For each leading order (m LL ,m E ) pairing obtained in this way, we then determine whether there are perturbations that satisfy the criteria described in the preceding paragraphs. For example, for the case m LL = m I LL of equation (2), the possible forms for m LL in the flavor basis are
and all matrices obtained from these by permuting flavor basis indices. Note that each relation among elements in these matrices leads to a vanishing sub-determinant, and is thus allowed. These forms for m LL may be paired with either
where only the left-handed charged leptons, and not necessarily the right-handed charged leptons, are in their flavor basis 2 . Some (m LL ,m E ) pairings from (18) and (19) are immediately excluded because they do not give θ 23 ∼ 1,
being an obvious example. Other pairings, like that of (14) for generic A and B, are excluded because it not possible to add perturbtions that satisfy our requirements. Some pairings that do work require exact relations between perturbations, as do the leading order textures in (17), while other pairings, such as the one in (11), can accept independent perturbations. Performing our analysis for each m LL of equation (2) leads to the pairings listed in Tables 1-4. Tables 1 and 2 list leading order (m LL , m E ) pairings that can take perturbations with independent magnitudes; these twelve textures we call "generic." Tables 3  and 4 contain pairings that instead require exact relations among perturbations, giving a further ten "special" textures. In Tables 1 and 2 we write the possible forms for m E as 3
In Tables 3 and 4 , we instead write m E explicitly and provide an example, for each pairing, of how perturbations can be added to give acceptable masses and mixings. Because for m LL there is often considerable freedom in how perturbations can be added, we show only leading order elements of m LL , unless exact relations among these perturbations are required (as they are in the pairings with degenerate neutrinos in Table 3 ).
2 Because we consider forms for m LL obtained from those in (18) by permuting flavor basis indices, there is no need to do the same for m E . For example, we consider (21) and (2); the meanings of U and LA are described above equation (26). A and B are independent complex parameters with comparable magnitudes. This list is complete, up to the freedom to relabel states in the flavor basis. Table 3 , but for m LL 's that have ν 1 and ν 2 forming a pseudo-Dirac state.
Some of the pairings of leading order m LL and m E in these tables lead to equivalent physics; for instance, the masses
are related by a simultaneous (2-3) rotation on both the charged leptons and neutrinos to the combination
As a consequence (22) and (23) give the same form for the leptonic mixing matrix and are thus physically indistinguishable. For our purposes, (22) and (23) represent distinct cases because theories that predict the mass matrices of (22) in the flavor basis will be different from those that predict the mass matrices of (23). In other words, the apparent redundancy among some of the pairings of Tables 1 -4 arises because our rules were implemented with model-building purposes in mind.
In fact, some of the leading order (m LL ,m E ) combinations that at first sight seem to lead to the same physics emerge as less similar once we consider the effects of perturbations. For example, due to the degeneracy of ν 1 and ν 2 , we can find a simultaneous transformation that brings the matrices
However, we know that this degeneracy is lifted by perturbations in m LL , so that the similarity between (24) and (25) is somewhat artificial. For the matrices in (25), the perturbations alone determine θ 12 , which can turn out to be arbitrarily large or small. For the matrices in (24), on the other hand, we generally expect θ 12 ∼ 1, barring an unlikely near-cancellation between the (1-2) rotation induced by the perturbations in m LL and the (1-2) rotation required to diagonalize m E at leading order. Note that conversely, the physical equivalence we identified between (22) and (23) does not rely on the degeneracy between ν 1 and ν 2 , so that these matrices are on similar footing with regard to their response to perturbations. For each pairing in Tables 1 -4 we have identified whether, as in (25), the size of θ 12 is fixed entirely by perturbations, so that no indication is given regarding which solutions to the solar neutrino problem are favored (denoted by "U"), or whether, as in (24), we typically have θ 12 ∼ 1, so that large angle solutions are favored (denoted by "LA"). Although we have not listed them explicitly, there are in fact pairings of leading order m LL and m E that require small angle MSW solutions to the solar neutrino problem [9] . For example, the pairing
is a special case of one of the combinations in 7) from Table 2 4 , and can only give a small angle MSW solution.
Up to this point we have said nothing about complex phases in our matrices. To ensure that the leading order relation ∆m 2 12 = 0 holds, we must require that in the m LL 's 4 We regard mass matrices obtained by setting, for example, A = B in matrices from Tables 1 -4 of pairings 6) and 10), the A's and B's share the same phase, up to the freedom to send ν i → e iα i ν i . This means, for instance, that the m LL in 6) actually stands for
with α and β arbitrary and A and B real. In all other pairings, the phases of A -F and the various ǫ's are independent 5 .
Some Special Textures
In this section we discuss specific features of some of the more interesting pairings in Tables 1 -4 .
One simple possibility, consistent with data from Super-Kamiokande, is that the leading order lepton masses give precisely θ 23 = π 4 . For a neutrino mass matrix that requires no (2-3) rotation, the charged lepton mass matrix
gives maximal mixing. Conversely, if the charge lepton mass matrix assumes the form
then the forms for m LL from Tables 1 and 2 that give θ 23 = π 4 are
Other pairings that give maximal mixing require exact relations among perturbations, and can be found in 17) and 18) of Table 3 . Neutrinos as hot dark matter If there exist three light neutrinos whose splittings obey ∆m 2 12 ≪ ∆m 2 23 ∼ 10 −3 eV 2 , then for neutrino masses to be cosmologically significant requires a high degree of degeneracy.
Furthermore, there is a bound from neutrinoless double β decay experiments that, in the basis where the charged lepton masses are diagonal, m LLee < .5eV [10] . Lowestorder mass matrices that give degenerate neutrinos and m LLee = 0 are thus of special interest, as they evade this experimental constraint and allow the neutrino mass scale to be cosmologically relevant. We find two combinations of m LL and m E that satisfy these criteria:
and
We include perturbations in m E because without them, the element m LLee is not defined.
Zeroth order lepton mass matrices
We call the contributions to m LL and m E that survive in the limit of unbroken flavor symmetry "zeroth order" masses. Consider the case of an abelian flavor symmetry, and suppose that both m LL and m E have non-vanishing elements at zeroth order. If in addition the zeroth order form of m E in the flavor basis is invariant under ν i ↔ ν j , then it follows that ν i and ν j are not distinguished by the flavor symmetry: if ν i ν i h u is an allowed operator, then so are ν i ν j h u and ν j ν j h u . As a consequence it must be true that m LL as well is invariant under ν i ↔ ν j , and moreover that the (i-j) space of m LL must have either all entries zero, or all entries non-zero. Following this reasoning, we find that, for abelian flavor symmetries, the only pairings from Tables 1 -4 that are candidate zeroth order mass matrices are
Simple seesaw-based models for the combinations in (33) and (34) were described in [8] ; several other models have been based on the m LL of (34) [11] .
Democratic mass matrices
The pairing
which is a special case (D = E = F ) of one of the combinations in 1), results from a leading order democratic form for the charged matrix [12] . A democratic form for the neutrino mass matrix is generically excluded, since it gives too large a value for θ 13 . However, it is allowed with special perturbations, as shown in pairing 16).
Limitations of Texture Analysis
Some of the requirements imposed on m LL and m E in section 2 were motivated by a desire to concentrate on mass matrices that could result most easily from flavor symmetries. One may wonder what we have missed in this regard -are there forms for m LL and m E that violate our rules but that nevertheless are plausable as consequences of flavor symmetry? One reason that examples of such matrices can in fact be found is that if m LL arises by the seesaw mechanism [13] , then our rules should really be applied to m RR and m LR , and m LL should be derived from these matrices according to
For example, the matrices
are certainly consistent with our rules, while the resulting mass matrix for the light neutrinos,
clearly is not. Examples like this are not difficult to find, but it does seem to be true that in most simple cases, if m RR and m LR satisfy our rules, then so does m LL . Another limitation of our approach is that our rules prohibit matrix elements from being related by factors of 1 2 , 1 3 , etc., that could arise from Clebsch coefficients associated with the flavor group. For example, in the basis where the charged lepton masses are diagonal, the form
allows (for large enough A) neutrinos to compose a significant fraction of the dark matter in the universe without violating double β decay constraints [14] . This texture corresponds to the pairing 12) of Table 2 , with B chosen to be A √ 2 , in violation of our rules. On the other hand, the procedure we have used has given us a pairing of m LL and m E that leads precisely to the same physics as does (39). In particular, (32) for the special case D = E is identical to (39) as far as the physics is concerned, and we expect that these forms may be easier to motivate with flavor symmetries.
Conclusions
The Super-Kamiokande data on atmospheric neutrino fluxes suggests that the leadingorder fermion mass matrices may not have the conventional form of (1), at least in the lepton sector. What leading order forms for lepton mass matrices are suggested by atmospheric and solar neutrino oscillations? We have derived the complete set of leading order (m LL ,m E ) pairings consistent with ∆m 2 12 ≪ ∆m 2 23 , θ 13 ∼ 0, and θ 23 ∼ 1, subject to a simplicity requirement: non-zero entries of a matrix may be equal up to a phase, or may have a precise relationship which leads to a vanishing determinant, otherwise they are independent. This simplicity requirement, motivated by an interest in textures that follow most easily from flavor symmetries, reduces an infinitely large class of matrices to the (m LL ,m E ) combinations listed in Tables 1 -4 .
These combinations are divided into twelve generic cases and ten special cases, according to whether the perturbations involve exact relations. For the twelve generic cases we also give the possible forms for the perurbations responsible for the muon mass. The diverse pairings we have derived lead to a variety of physics. Some give degenerate neutrinos and thus leave considerable freedom in the overall mass scale, while others, with hierarchical masses, fix the mass scale of the heaviest neutrino at ∼ 3 × 10 −2 eV, according to Super-Kamiokande results. The various pairings also give different predictions for θ 12 , and hence require different resolutions to the solar neutrino problem. Certainly each of our mass matrices is incomplete, because only by specifying all perturbations can the physics be fully established, yet in our view the approach we have taken offers a simple starting point for considering what mass matrices to aim for in constructing realistic theories of lepton masses.
